Introduction
============

Bioinformatics, an emerging interdisciplinary field, applies principles of computer sciences and information technologies to make the vast, diverse and complex life sciences data more understandable and useful, and to help realize its full potential \[[@bbv113-B1]\]. Bioinformatics education can be broadly defined as the teaching and learning of the use of computer databases to gather, store, organize and index biomedical data, and of specialized tools to view, interpret, analyze and integrate data to solve biological problems \[[@bbv113-B2]\]. Of the various branches of bioinformatics, namely 'research, development, or application of computational tools and approaches for expanding the use of biological, medical, behavioral or health data' \[[@bbv113-B1]\], each of which implies different activities and requires a different set of skills and knowledge, the later one (application of tools) is predominantly, not to say exclusively, represented in school science curricula. Here, it is referred to as the 'bioinformatics approach'. Bioinformatics, which naturally suits computer-based scientific-inquiry activities, is emblematic of the top recommendations for undergraduate life sciences education \[[@bbv113-B5]\]. It provides students with the opportunity to engage in large, scientifically authentic data sets and tools that reflect the nature of modern research in the life sciences. It also allows students to solve complex and real-world problems through integration of scientific knowledge, theories and technologies, while enabling them to develop computational and technological competencies as well as quantitative and modeling skills.

The field of bioinformatics is integral to modern scientific research, and it should become as influential for science education \[[@bbv113-B10]\], at both the tertiary and secondary educational levels. This should be of interest and concern to both the scientific community, which is eager for bioinformatics-literate individuals equipped with 21st-century skills and knowledge that will pursue careers in the life sciences, and to the educational community, which focuses on preparing the next generation of informed citizens. However, there is a growing disparity between the rapidly evolving world of research and the entrenched culture of science education, which is a barrier to realizing the full potential of publicly accessible electronic data \[[@bbv113-B11]\]. This is reflected in the tremendous accumulation of bioinformatics tools and databases to empower scientific research, compared with a relatively minor increase in the number of educational resources in bioinformatics \[[@bbv113-B12], [@bbv113-B13]\]. While most bioinformatics educational resources and courses were designed for the undergraduate level (for example \[[@bbv113-B14]\]), bioinformatics educational reform is sporadic at the secondary level \[[@bbv113-B15], [@bbv113-B16]\]. In addition, better incorporation of bioinformatics into states' science standards is required \[[@bbv113-B17]\].

The learning landscape and needs, of both bioinformatics continuing education programs \[[@bbv113-B18]\] and high-school resources, is changing. The challenge of bringing the complex and contemporary science of bioinformatics to the high-school classroom has only begun to be addressed in the last decade. It was first identified by individual educators who developed bioinformatics teaching materials, which were integrated into their lessons \[[@bbv113-B19], [@bbv113-B20]\]. Today, diverse bioinformatics-based online resources, such as educational tools \[[@bbv113-B21]\], educational games \[[@bbv113-B22]\], outreach programs \[[@bbv113-B23]\], collaborations with researchers \[[@bbv113-B26], [@bbv113-B27]\], lessons and teaching modules (\[[@bbv113-B28], [@bbv113-B33]\]; e.g.) are being offered to high-school students. Dedicated bioinformatics training courses are available for secondary-school science teachers \[[@bbv113-B34]\]. Diverse activities, including workshops, courses, meetings and even a task force were established within the Global Organisation for Bioinformatics Learning, Education and Training, GOBLET \[[@bbv113-B24], [@bbv113-B35]\], to collect and share materials and examples of best practices for introducing bioinformatics to high-school teachers and to the public at large. Theoretical and practical aspects of bioinformatics integration into high-school biology classes have been addressed in a joint effort through educational activities in international societies and conferences \[[@bbv113-B36], [@bbv113-B37]\], as well as in scientific journals \[[@bbv113-B31], [@bbv113-B38]\]. Recently, rules were set for the development \[[@bbv113-B42]\] and teaching \[[@bbv113-B43]\] of bioinformatics training courses, which can also be applied at the high-school level. Nevertheless, only a fraction of high-school students are exposed to these materials, in part owing to the limited integration of bioinformatics into science curricula \[[@bbv113-B17]\], and the major challenges involved \[[@bbv113-B16], [@bbv113-B46]\].

Research in bioinformatics education is often labeled as being in its infancy. Consistent with this idea, recent studies identified the need to clearly define the bioinformatics curriculum and the content that should be taught together with suitable pedagogical approaches, to appropriately orchestrate the desired learning outcomes, to identify the evidence of the learning, to pinpoint the pedagogical approaches of delivery, and to assess the impact on students \[[@bbv113-B16]\]. Assessment of cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning targets was previously reported (reviewed in \[[@bbv113-B15]\]). However, recent survey studies have raised concerns on both the assessment and actual impact of most bioinformatics programs: not only a minority of bioinformatics education research papers reported on assessment, but also the focus of assessment and the quality of evidence provided have revealed weaknesses, as assessment in many of these papers focused on curricular change and students' perceptions and attitudes, rather than on their learning gains. Moreover, instruments that mostly do not provide any reliability or validity evidence were used in many studies \[[@bbv113-B15], [@bbv113-B16]\]. Nevertheless, bioinformatics education in high school revealed a positive effect on students' knowledge and confidence in the bioinformatics domain \[[@bbv113-B33]\], expansion of students understanding of certain genetic concepts \[[@bbv113-B32], [@bbv113-B49]\] and increased motivation and interest in science, technology, engineering and mathematics careers \[[@bbv113-B48]\]. On the other hand, students' difficulties were less investigated. These complementary aspects of evidence-based cognitive (learning gains and comprehension difficulties) and affective (attitudes and perceptions) outcomes are crucial to both assessing the impact of bioinformatics modules and curricula, and to drawing recommendations for effective modes of instruction and for integration of bioinformatics into science curricula.

To make steps toward this end, we aim in this study to assess the cognitive and affective outcomes of bioinformatics education in high school. We previously reported on the introduction of a bioinformatics learning environment, entitled 'Bioinformatics in the Service of Biotechnology' into the Israeli national biotechnology curriculum \[[@bbv113-B47]\]. We also proposed a framework for characterizing bioinformatics teaching units, based on three criteria \[[@bbv113-B47]\]: the type of domain-specific knowledge required to answer each question (declarative, procedural, situational, strategic; following \[[@bbv113-B50]\]), the scientific field that each question stems from (biology, bioinformatics or their combination) and the associated cognitive-process dimension (remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, create; following \[[@bbv113-B51]\]). The feasibility of this framework was confirmed by two independent analyses: (i) analysis of an assessment tool for bioinformatics learning, which revealed that it represents characteristics of authentic modern scientific research that is connected to the 'traditional' curriculum \[[@bbv113-B52]\]; and (ii) analysis of the questions embedded in two selected scientifically authentic bioinformatics activities (hereafter, shortly referred to as 'activities') from the bioinformatics learning environment, which demonstrated an agreement between the design of the activities and their pedagogical goals \[[@bbv113-B47]\]. In this study, the same framework is used to assess not the learning materials (the bioinformatics learning environment or the assessment tool) but the impact of using these materials on students' cognitive outcomes, in terms of both students' successes and challenges. In addition, students' attitudes toward learning bioinformatics and the learning environment were probed. The specific research questions for this study were:

*Cognitive outcomes* Are the bioinformatics activities suitable to high-school students' cognitive abilities?What are the difficulties encountered by students? Which types of questions were difficult to deal with?If and to what extent do the bioinformatics activities promote acquisition of knowledge, as well as appropriation of the bioinformatics approach?

*Affective outcomes* What are students' attitudes toward the bioinformatics learning environment and the bioinformatics lessons?How do students perceive the process of learning bioinformatics?To enable better understanding of the context of this study, key aspects related to the longitudinal processes of the bioinformatics learning environment development, its integration into the science curriculum in Israel and the implementation process will first be described.

Context
=======

Bioinformatics in upper secondary schools---rationale and objectives
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In Israel, approximately 1600 10th-grade students choose to join a 3-year track specializing in biotechnology each year (of approximately 100 000 10th-grade students overall across the country). The curriculum for biotechnology majors includes (i) obligatory topics such as introduction to biotechnology, genetic engineering, molecular biology and biochemistry; (ii) advanced laboratories; and (iii) elective topics such as industrial fermentation processes, immunodiagnostics and immunotherapy, tissue culture, environmental biotechnology, bio-nanotechnology and an inquiry project \[[@bbv113-B53]\]. The laboratories, designed to reflect modern research, are composed of practical and computerized components. The later component comprises about 12% of the total grade in the final matriculation examination. Traditionally, it involved a 'Computerized research problems' unit, allocated 60 h during the last year of high school (12th grade). Bioinformatics was introduced into the curriculum as an alternative to this unit.

The Israeli curriculum for biotechnology majors shares many topics with the Australian one \[[@bbv113-B54]\] and the online teaching resources for biotechnology teachers in Australia (<http://archive.industry.gov.au/Biotechnologyonline.gov.au/topitems/resources.html>) and New Zealand (<http://biotechlearn.org.nz/>). Noteworthy, the level of the 12th-grade senior high-school biotechnology curriculum is in a way similar to the advanced placement biology in the United States. Therefore, the following description, analysis and implications are not restricted to the Israeli setting, but are relevant to bioinformatics curriculum designers, science educators and teachers at both high-school and undergraduate levels worldwide.

A steering committee (composed of experts from the fields of bioinformatics, biology, science education, computer sciences, the national supervisor of biotechnology education at the Israeli Ministry of Education and leading teachers) outlined the desired concepts, core ideas and scientific practices to be acquired through bioinformatics learning. It also set practical objectives for bioinformatics education in accordance with the biotechnology curriculum, target population, time frame and available resources. The main objective was to properly contextualize the bioinformatics content, skills and thinking approaches as part of a broader scientific vision and research toolbox to promote students' scientific mastery of biotechnology. It was essential to develop a deep sense of the nature of scientific investigation and address key actions in bioinformatics-integrated research, such as data retrieval, analysis, visualization and modeling through authentic hands-on and mind-on activities.

The bioinformatics learning environment
---------------------------------------

The bioinformatics learning environment (<http://stwww.weizmann.ac.il/g-bio/bioinfo/>) was described in detail elsewhere \[[@bbv113-B47]\]. Its core component consists of activities that are interrelated and linked to other units of the learning environment and to the pre-existing biotechnology curriculum ([Supplementary Appendix S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The original materials are in Hebrew. To provide the bioinformatics community (including teachers and students) with an opportunity to experience the learning environment first hand, an English version of a typical activity, including links to animated tutorials (with English subtitles) that present the relevant bioinformatics tools, is provided in [Supplementary Appendix S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The bioinformatics learning environment makes use of the most widely used bioinformatics tools and databases \[[@bbv113-B55]\]. The spread of the selected bioinformatics tools (namely Entrez, Blast-N, Blast-P, ClustalW, ORF Finder, Primer3Plus, Prosite and Jmol) throughout the core units of the learning environment is portrayed in [Table 1](#bbv113-T1){ref-type="table"}. The considerations for the selection of the bioinformatics tools were scientific, pedagogical and technical \[[@bbv113-B47]\]. These fundamental tools are widely used by scientists and enable acquisition of central bioinformatics practices \[[@bbv113-B2]\] such as organization, retrieval and analysis of records in diverse databases, alignment of sequences, designing of primers for polymerase chain reaction (PCR), prediction of open reading frames in a given nucleotide sequence and the deduced amino acid sequences, searching for protein domains, functional sites and families, and visualizing the three-dimensional structure of molecules. They are tightly linked to knowledge and skills in the biotechnology curriculum, such as multiple modeling representations (of a gene or a protein), the transition between DNA-RNA-protein levels, and are directly connected to techniques (PCR). These tools were well suited in both basic and applied research ([Supplementary Appendix S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). They are basic, well-supported tools with decent interfaces, which teachers and students can manage in a reasonable manner. All bioinformatics tools are web-based (with the exception of Jmol) free tools. In light of our previous experience \[[@bbv113-B32], [@bbv113-B56]\], the learning environment only makes use of authentic web-based databases, rather than databases locally installed in the educational site. The challenges arising from the dynamic nature of the rapidly changing databases, and dealing with discrepancies between the findings obtained in the bioinformatics tools in real time compared with these displayed in the learning environments will be described in detail in 'The implementation process' section. Table 1Spread of the bioinformatics tools throughout the main units of the learning environmentBioinformatics learning environment units and their componentsBioinformatics toolsDatabasesPredominant type of knowledgeEntrezNuc. BlastProtein BlastClustalWPrimer3PlusORF- finderPrositeJmolActivities unit'In-depth' activitiesSingle-step activitiesWise mice++P, D, SiExtended lifespan++Structure--function relationship in antifreeze proteins++Multi-step activitiesMitochondrial DNA and the mystery of the royal family+++P, D, Si, StIdentifying alleles of hemoglobin conferring resistance to malaria+++Screening for novel genes involved in antibiotic biosynthesis+++++Exploring the genotype--phenotype relations in cystic fibrosis+From + to ++++'Integrated' activitiesSearching for a competitive inhibitor of the anthrax toxin+++++++++++++++St, Si, D, PCharacterizing the sequence and 3D structure of green fluorescent protein+++++++++++++++Introduction unitBiologyDBiotechnologyConcepts and applications, without specifying the tools' nameD, SiBioinformaticsConcepts+DEvolutionDVirtual 'Bioinformatics toolbox'+++++++++++++++++++++++P, D, Si, StEducational gamesData integrationConcepts+D, St, PSequence alignmentConceptsConceptsConceptsDDilemmasFrom concepts to applications of a specific tool in a given scenario (depending on whether the game is played before experiencing activities in the learning environment or following it)DOverview---terms and concepts+++++++++++++++++++++++++++D, P, Si[^1][^2]

In the learning environment, students are actively engaged in activities in biotechnology, addressing real-world problems and using diverse bioinformatics tools and databases while acquiring and applying modern scientific practices (skills, knowledge and modes of thinking). Such practices resemble authentic scientific research as they are carried out in the scientific community, and offer students the opportunity to develop a contextualized and deep understanding of scientific knowledge and of how this knowledge is acquired, evaluated and developed. They can also invoke the reasoning used by scientists and the epistemology underlying authentic scientific research \[[@bbv113-B57]\]. Through the inquiry process, students are required to coordinate between different types of knowledge from different scientific disciplines, to recall prior content knowledge, to apply technical skills in using bioinformatics tools, to reason scientifically, to make decisions following a strategic plan and to evaluate and justify the scientific process and its steps \[[@bbv113-B47]\].

The implementation process
--------------------------

The development process was iterative and intertwined with the implementation process. Initially, two prototype activities were designed and developed in a close collaboration with members of the steering committee. Then a two-stage study was conducted during the spring of 2010 and spring 2011, enrolling biotechnology students and teachers from one and four different schools, respectively. After feedback was obtained, a set of recommendations and guidelines were drawn and incorporated into the design and development process of the bioinformatics learning environment. During the first years of implementation, a continual bidirectional process of directing and supporting the teachers, as well as updating and receiving feedback of their experiences in practice, was conducted through a forum, phone and e-mail contacts, as well as visits to schools and class observations. This process led to further important modifications in the learning environment and reshaping of the training workshops.

Diverse teachers' professional development (TPD) programs were established, aiming at recruiting teachers, training them and promoting leadership among the community of teachers. These included (i) six nationwide continuing-training workshops (56 h) to provide teachers with the relevant theoretical knowledge and technical skills in bioinformatics; (ii) a workshop for developing teaching materials (28 h); (iii) a 1-year-long TPD program (280 h) for outstanding senior teachers \[[@bbv113-B52]\], which ran for 4 years. It was aimed at building the teachers' personal vision as reform enhancers as well as promoting their bioinformatics mastery, while they were involved in the processes of design and development, testing and distribution. Four of them participated in the second international bioinformatics high-school teachers' training course \[[@bbv113-B34]\]; (iv) to increase teachers' interest in bioinformatics education, two symposia, on proteomics and on personalized medicine and nutrition, were organized. Within 4 years, almost all biotechnology teachers in Israel took part, at least once, in a nationwide continuing-training workshop, many of them also participated in the symposia, and elite teachers joined TPD programs for leading teachers.

The number of biotechnology teachers who chose to teach bioinformatics is steadily increasing ([Figure 1A](#bbv113-F1){ref-type="fig"}), and consequently so are the schools that select this topic and the number of students who are assessed in the matriculation examination in bioinformatics ([Figure 1B](#bbv113-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The numbers more than doubled each year, reflecting teachers' own initiative, internal motivation and choice to adopt and teach bioinformatics. More teachers are choosing to teach bioinformatics in as early as the 11th grade, solely or in parallel to teaching it in the 12th grade. This is owing to both the teachers' increased confidence in their ability and the availability of teaching materials that are suitable for 11th graders (such as single-step 'in-depth' activities and educational games). Note that some of these materials were initially developed by teachers in the TPD programs, then adopted, edited and enriched by us, and are now an integral part of the bioinformatics learning environment.

![The implementation process from the teachers' and students' perspectives. (**A**) The number of teachers who taught bioinformatics in 11th grade only (light gray), 12th grade only (intermediate gray) or both grades (dark gray), during four academic years. (**B**) The number of students who were assessed in the matriculation examination (left, light gray) and the schools that selected this elective topic (right, dark gray), during four academic years.](bbv113f1){#bbv113-F1}

Owing to the dynamic nature of the rapidly changing bioinformatics tools and databases, during the first 3 years of implementation, the developers often modified the learning environment to keep it relevant, updated and in congruence with the outputs obtained while using the bioinformatics tools in real time. This was crucial to the teachers' confidence, and it required a tremendous effort. During this period, most teachers realized that many students noticed the discrepancies but were less disturbed by them, managed to properly answer the questions and continued the bioinformatics activity. Today, teachers are only notified of major modifications in the interfaces of tools or the obtained findings and are instructed on how to deal with them. The teachers use the changes in bioinformatics tools and databases as an educational opportunity rather than a pitfall---to enable students to realize the nature of the tools and databases, the accumulation of information, the improvement in tools interface (operational friendly interface, more options) and performance (accuracy, speed).

The community of bioinformatics teachers is growing in terms of both numbers and activities. Altogether, these diverse activities and their products served not only to train the teachers, but also to empower them, to expand the repertoire of resources, to link bioinformatics to the biotechnology curriculum, to ensure that the materials meet their needs (pedagogically, cognitively, scientifically, technologically) and adjusted to their students (in terms of interests, language, design, rationale and pedagogy), to set realistic and practical expectations from both the students and teachers that match the scope of the curriculum and to develop teachers' sense of ownership of the bioinformatics learning environment. It also allowed us to step out gradually, while leading teachers took our place and supported other teachers. In parallel, an important shift in the status of bioinformatics in the science curriculum occurred: bioinformatics was introduced as an elective topic into the curriculum of 11th and 12th graders during the 2011--12 academic year \[[@bbv113-B47]\], and became a required topic from the 2014--15 academic year. It is important to note that providing evidence on the impact of the bioinformatics learning materials on students' cognitive and affective outcomes (see research questions above), played a key role in this process, as well as on drawing recommendations for teaching bioinformatics in high-school settings.

Methods
=======

Population
----------

The study population consisted of 11th-grade high-school biotechnology majors (*n* = 44, 16--17 years of age, 21 males and 23 females) from four different schools who were introduced to one of two 'in-depth' activities of the bioinformatics learning environment (<http://stwww.weizmann.ac.il/g-bio/bioinfo/>). These students had no prior engagement with either the field of bioinformatics or the topics of the activities. The students were instructed by their teachers (all teachers had participated in a 1-year TPD program) in a 5-h-long bioinformatics session. The questions of one activity and their analysis following the framework appear in [Supplementary Appendix S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Data source

Students' answers to questions embedded in the activities were automatically documented and archived in a predesigned database of the bioinformatics learning environment. The answers were evaluated and scored independently by two science educators, and discussed until 100% agreement was reached.

Students were also asked to respond to questionnaires (described in [Supplementary Appendix S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), before and after exposure to the bioinformatics learning environment (pre- and post-activity questionnaire, respectively). The questionnaires were composed of three parts: (i) students were asked to define, schematically draw and explain biological terms in genetics, such as gene, open-reading frame, coding sequence, exon and promoter. These terms are central to the 11th grade curriculum, but not the focus of the activities (Part A in [Supplementary Appendix S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); (ii) students encountered a research problem that differed from those appearing in their textbooks or in the bioinformatics learning environment. Students were asked to design a study using any of the methodologies and techniques with which they are familiar, justify it and make predictions (Part B in [Supplementary Appendix S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It should be noted that use of the bioinformatics approach and tools was not obligatory for solving the research problem. These two parts, which were common to both the pre- and post-activity questionnaires, were used to assess students' prior knowledge, their newly acquired knowledge and their ability to apply this knowledge in a novel context; (iii) students were asked to respond to 16 Likert-type items (1--5 scale), aiming at elucidating their attitudes toward bioinformatics and the bioinformatics learning environment. This part was exclusive to the post-activity questionnaire (Part C in [Supplementary Appendix S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The later affective component was also assessed by 10 focus-group interviews of two to three randomly selected pairs from each class and subsequent two whole-class interviews. These were used to enable students to freely express their views and perceptions of their bioinformatics learning experience (examples of questions from the semi-structured interviews are provided in [Supplementary Appendix S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The whole-day experience was video- and audio-taped and teaching artifacts (such as lesson plans and presentations) were collected and analyzed.

Teachers' attitudes and views toward the issues that were raised by the students were probed by diverse communication methods, such as post-activity interviews and questionnaires (with each of the four teachers who participated in this study), informal discussions during TPD programs (a few dozen teachers) and e-mails. Analysis of these sources is only provided in light of students' attitudes and views, and is not the main scope of this manuscript.

Data analysis
-------------

Learning cognitive outcomes, as evidenced by the students' answers, were assessed with regard to question characteristics, following the abovementioned criteria, using a nonparametric (Wilcoxon test) and parametric (analysis of variance, ANOVA) statistical tests. The paired *t*-test was used to compare students' answers between pre- and post-activity questionnaires. Learning affective outcomes were measured by mean, standard error and distribution of answers to Likert-type items. Video and audio recordings of the enactment and interviews were transcribed, and qualitatively analyzed using a 'bottom-up' approach.

Results and discussion
======================

Cognitive outcomes
------------------

To discern whether the bioinformatics activities are suitable to the high-school biotechnology students' cognitive abilities, students' answers to the questions embedded in the two selected activities were analyzed. The analysis revealed that the educational demands of the bioinformatics learning environment are in line with students' abilities, as the average grade for 65% of the questions (41 of 63) was within the range of 85--100 ([Figure 2A](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, 25% of the questions (16 of 63) were challenging, with an average grade below 65 ([Figure 2A](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Assessment of students' performance during the bioinformatics activities. An analysis of the answers obtained from all students in four classes to questions embedded in two bioinformatics activities within the bioinformatics learning environment. (**A**) General assessment of learning performance in each question---distribution of average grade for each question. The average grade of students' answers to questions was classified according to (**B**) the type of question, (**C**) the scientific field, (**D**) the required type of knowledge or (**E**) the associated cognitive-process dimension. In brackets, n represents the number of questions in each category. Mean ± standard error are presented. Statistics: A Kruskal--Wallis one-way ANOVA was applied to compare the achievements of students in the different categories. Significance implies that the achievement for at least one of the categories is different from the other. \*\*\**p* \< 0.001.](bbv113f2){#bbv113-F2}

We subsequently characterized students' performance through the activities, using the proposed framework for classification of questions \[[@bbv113-B47]\]. It also enabled us to discover the difficulties students encountered, namely the types of questions that were difficult to deal with. This analysis revealed higher average achievements in multiple-choice questions ([Figure 2B](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}), in questions that stem from the bioinformatics field, solely or in combination with the biology field ([Figure 2C](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}), in questions that require the use of procedural or situational knowledge ([Figure 2D](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}) and in questions that are associated with lower cognitive-process dimensions such as 'Remember', 'Understand' or 'Apply' ([Figure 2E](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, open-ended questions ([Figure 2B](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}), questions that stem from the biological field ([Figure 2C](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}), questions that require the use of declarative or strategic knowledge ([Figure 2D](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}) and questions that are associated with higher cognitive-process dimensions such as 'Analyze', 'Evaluate' or 'Create' ([Figure 2E](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}) were all significantly more challenging, as evidenced by lower average achievements. While some of these findings were expected, others were surprising and required deeper and broader discussion.

One possible explanation for these findings relies on the nature of the questions. We previously reported on clusters of question characteristics (categories of the classification framework). For example, providing answers to most multiple-choice questions necessitated the use of procedural knowledge, which stems mainly from the bioinformatics field and is associated with the cognitive process 'Understand'. Furthermore, providing answers to most open-ended questions necessitated the use of declarative knowledge, which mainly stems from the biological field and is associated with the cognitive process 'Analyze' \[[@bbv113-B47]\]. While students performed well in all question categories of the former cluster, they performed poorly in all question categories of the latter cluster ([Figure 2B](#bbv113-F2){ref-type="fig"}--E). All questions necessitating strategic knowledge were previously reported as open-ended and mainly associated with the cognitive process 'Create'---these were the most challenging questions. Combinatorial analysis among two (or more) categories was only partially possible owing to a limited number of questions in some rubrics. Nevertheless, this analysis revealed a higher average grade for multiple-choice questions compared with the open-ended questions in all categories of scientific field, domain-specific knowledge or the associated cognitive-process dimension. The differences in students' performance based on scientific field, namely lower performance on questions that stems from the field of biology compared with those that stem from either bioinformatics or a combination of both fields, were evident and significant for open-ended questions, but not for multiple-choice questions. Similarly, the differences in students' performance in the question category of domain-specific knowledge (namely lower performance on questions requiring the use of declarative or strategic knowledge, compared with those requiring the use of either procedural or situational knowledge), as well as with regard to questions category of the associated cognitive-process dimension (namely lower performance on questions associated with high-order thinking compared with those associated with low-order thinking), were only evident and significant for open-ended questions, but not for multiple-choice questions. These findings may be a result of insufficient range of grades for the multiple-choice questions, which were closed to the score limitation at the top of a scale, indicating a possible ceiling effect within this type of question. Analysis of students' performance stratified by both domain-specific knowledge and scientific field further supported the notions that (i) questions that stem from the field of biology are harder to deal with, compared with those that stem from either bioinformatics or a combination of both fields, regardless of the required domain-specific knowledge; (ii) questions that require the use of declarative or strategic knowledge are harder to deal with, compared with those requiring the use of either procedural or situational knowledge, almost completely regardless of the scientific field they stem from.

Bioinformatics is a complex field, necessitating broad procedural skills to use tools and databases and coupled with factual knowledge and strategic thinking. The topic of bioinformatics and the coordination of the related knowledge and skills are not abundant or typical in school tasks. Both teachers, during the TPD programs, and students, as evident in the interviews, used the terms 'new world' and 'old world' to distinguish between two kinds of demands in the activities. In their perspective, 'new world' refers to tasks and questions that stem from the bioinformatics field (solely or in combination with the field of biology) and require mainly the use of procedural or situational knowledge. In contrast, 'old world' refers to tasks and questions that stem from the biology field and require mainly the use of declarative knowledge. In this perspective, the coordination of different types of knowledge, which may stem from both the biology and bioinformatics fields, can be viewed as an integration of both 'worlds'. We decided to adopt this authentic perspective also for the purpose of discussing the findings. Our findings revealed that students dealt properly with questions addressing the knowledge and skills of the 'new world', whereas those of the 'old world' or combined 'worlds' were harder to deal with. This finding was surprising. It suggests students' difficulties in integrating declarative knowledge, mostly in biology, with procedural knowledge, mostly in bioinformatics, and strategic knowledge of the research plan with both knowledge types, along with the application of technical skills of using bioinformatics tools and higher-order thinking, namely evaluation and interpretation of findings to provide meaning. This integration can also be framed in light of the roles scientific models play in the learning process. Based on biological knowledge and experiences with scientific models, students make their own mental models of scientific phenomena to display their understanding. These mental models can serve as explanatory tools or be used to formulate theories and make predictions \[[@bbv113-B58]\]. The use of bioinformatics tools may guide students toward being capable of using their mental models to explain and predict natural phenomena. A correct explanation or prediction, which is leaning on both the use of bioinformatics tools and databases and in light of the biological model, represents such integration.

Yet, this may also reflect characteristics of the teaching materials and/or lesson design. Remarkably, during the teacher professional development programs, many teachers, who are experts in biotechnology or biology education but novices in bioinformatics education, expressed their concerns about teaching bioinformatics and specifically its procedures. Furthermore, almost all teachers predicted that students would struggle with questions stemming from the 'new world', mainly questions that require the use of procedural knowledge or stemming from the field of bioinformatics. This prediction is in contrast with the findings on student performance (and perception, see below). Consequently, many of the teachers devoted most of their efforts to teaching technical and procedural aspects of using bioinformatics tools, which was revealed through analysis of their teaching materials and time allocation during the observed lessons. During the recent TPD programs, the discrepancy between students' performance and teachers' predication of students' difficulties is at the heart of a confrontation session, in which teachers are asked to provide alternative plans for bioinformatics lessons (and materials), derived and justified from this and other studies, to support student needs. Analysis of teachers' artifacts and interviews with teachers (at the end of the TPD programs and during the following years) uncovered that most teachers perceive bioinformatics education as a three-step challenge: first, and most importantly, building the procedural (mainly) bioinformatics foundations of the 'new world', then connecting it to the 'old world' to draw a deeper biological/biotechnological meaning and finally integrating the bioinformatics tools and databases as part of strategic plan of biological research (data not shown). The order of these steps reflects importance and priority. The first, second and last steps may be viewed as a short-, intermediate- and long-term educational goals of the curriculum, respectively. Typically, teachers who teach bioinformatics for the first time tend to focus mainly on the short-term goals and to a lesser extent on the intermediate-term goals, while almost neglecting the long-term goals. The more teachers are experienced and confident in their knowledge and skills in the bioinformatics era, and self-perceive themselves as advanced bioinformatics trainees, the connections and integration between the two 'worlds' (steps 2 and 3) are done earlier in the curriculum, in wider and deeper contexts, depending of course on the level of students. Acting in a community of teachers and developers, where institutional and cultural barriers were removed, enabled the sharing of experiences and insights, and therefore promoted the change in focus on learning goals from short-term goals to intermediate- and long-term ones.

These findings are in line with previous ones where we reported that engagement in a simulation of authentic scientific research \[[@bbv113-B32]\] requires continuous integration of scientific facts and bioinformatics procedures while reasoning scientifically and making decisions \[[@bbv113-B59]\]. The ability to coordinate and use different knowledge dimensions, and mainly strategic knowledge, are at the heart of performing authentic scientific research. Such coordination is not typically found in regular school tasks \[[@bbv113-B57], [@bbv113-B60]\], and requires support and guidance from the teacher \[[@bbv113-B59], [@bbv113-B61]\]. Based on our current and previous findings regarding student difficulties and the observed discrepancy between the students' performance and the teachers' predictions, we recommend teaching bioinformatics in an integrative and comprehensive manner, and linking it to the wider science curriculum.

A case study by Wefer and Anderson \[[@bbv113-B62]\] highlighted the pronounced individual differences in the way students contextualize and process domain-specific knowledge and skills associated with a bioinformatics unit. In their view, bioinformatics mastery requires integration of concrete factual information with procedural skills, analytical skills and higher-order knowledge in a well-rationalized and coherent way. Accordingly, recommendations were made for teachers 'to design lessons that help students comprehensively integrate these cognitive dimensions in a holistic fashion' \[[@bbv113-B62]\]. Another aspect of integration was also demonstrated recently when a few high-school students who experienced a computational biology course persisted in thinking of separate and irrelevant 'computer' and 'biology' units, rather than seeing the connections between them \[[@bbv113-B30]\]. Similar findings have been observed at the undergraduate level, where students were found to differ in their ability to understand and articulate the biological significance of the bioinformatics results, as well as to understand the differences between listing a fact, carrying out a procedure or running a computer program, and drawing inferences and insights from them \[[@bbv113-B63]\]. Buttigieg \[[@bbv113-B64]\] claimed that to give the audience some perspective on 'why and how' bioinformatics research is carried out, one should develop the factual knowledge of biology alongside the procedural knowledge of computer science and mathematics in a cohesive manner. Likewise, providing students with the technical understanding of the databases (the 'how') and the conceptual knowledge about the overall annotation process (the 'why') were identified as critical ingredients for the success of genome annotation in the bioinformatics classroom \[[@bbv113-B65]\]. This body of evidence demonstrates the importance of integration of different types of knowledge and across different disciplines for drawing inferences and scientific insights, as well as for knowledge organization in a well-rationalized and coherent manner among both school \[[@bbv113-B30], [@bbv113-B62]\] and academia \[[@bbv113-B63], [@bbv113-B64]\] students.

In addition to the direct evidence from students' answers to questions embedded in the bioinformatics activities from the learning environment, we wished to assess if and to what extent the bioinformatics activities promote acquisition of knowledge, as well as appropriation of the bioinformatics approach. These can be considered as aspects of content mastery, in both general (scientific) and specific (bioinformatics) domains. To this end, pre- and post-activity questionnaires were distributed and analyzed ([Supplementary Appendix S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, students were asked to define, draw and explain biological terms in genetics. To answer this task, one may use mainly declarative knowledge. A 22% increase in the average grade was observed ([Figure 3A](#bbv113-F3){ref-type="fig"}, left column), indicating that students had acquired biological content knowledge in the course of the bioinformatics lessons. Then, students were asked to solve a problem by designing a study using any of the methodologies and techniques with which they are familiar (biological technique and/or bioinformatics tools), justify it and make predictions. To answer this task, one may coordinate different types of knowledge, mainly strategic and declarative knowledge, and to a lesser extent procedural and situational knowledge. A 40% increase was observed in the correctness of students' answers in solving a research problem in a novel inquiry setting after the bioinformatics lesson ([Figure 3A](#bbv113-F3){ref-type="fig"}, right column). Besides the correctness of the study design proposed by the students, we also analyzed the scientific field on which the design was based. Following the 5-h-long bioinformatics experience, most of the students' study designs were based on a bioinformatics approach, solely (57%) or in combination (16%) with a biological approach ([Figure 3B](#bbv113-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Considering that the inquiry settings were novel, and could be answered by previous biological knowledge, these findings suggest that students appropriate the bioinformatics approach as part of their 'scientific research toolbox', namely perceive bioinformatics knowledge as useful and use bioinformatics principles, techniques and tools in various research contexts. It can signify adoption of authentic scientific research practices. These are two complementary facets of knowledge acquisition.

![Assessment of students' performance through the questionnaires. An analysis of students' answers in pre- and post-activity questionnaires. (**A**) Knowledge acquisition---change of mean score between post- and pre-activity questionnaires aimed at assessing declarative knowledge (defining scientific terms, left column) or both strategic and declarative knowledge (problem-solving, right column). (**B**) Appropriation of the bioinformatics approach---distribution of the scientific approaches applied by students in the proposed study design while solving problems. Statistics: A paired *t*-test was applied to compare the achievements of students in post- versus pre-activity questionnaires. \*\**p* \< 0.01; \*\*\**p* \< 0.001.](bbv113f3){#bbv113-F3}

We \[[@bbv113-B32], [@bbv113-B49]\] and others \[[@bbv113-B66], [@bbv113-B67]\] have found that learning bioinformatics through activities or research simulations can complement and expand the understanding of biological content, such as of the genetics domain, as well as to expose students to new information, novel technologies and different pedagogy. It can also promote recognition of the research practices, namely help students reflect on the complexity of the cognitive processes and epistemology that guide authentic genetic research. Interestingly, at both the high-school and university levels, two types of learners---research-oriented and task-oriented---were identified on the basis of the differences in the ways they seized opportunities to recognize the research practices, which in turn influenced their learning outcomes \[[@bbv113-B49], [@bbv113-B63]\]. In this study, a few students, mostly---but not exclusively---the task-oriented ones, claimed that the excess of text, explained print-screens and animated tutorials led them to read only the questions, while skipping the explanations, especially when their answers were correct. One pair of research-oriented students looked for the differences between various amino acids, to pinpoint a possible biochemical explanation for the effect of a mutation within the beta-globin protein underlying resistance to malaria---an explanation that they delivered to the whole class at the end of the activity. It is possible that instruction by the teacher and delivery modes as well as the culture of computer-based lessons in the classroom may affect the proportion of these types of learners, and subsequently their learning gains.

Affective outcomes
------------------

To capture students' attitudes toward the bioinformatics learning environment and bioinformatics lessons, we used a post-activity questionnaire ([Supplementary Appendix S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and interviews ([Supplementary Appendix S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Students were positive toward the bioinformatics learning environment ([Figure 4](#bbv113-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Half of them agreed that it was an enjoyable experience (average 3.6), almost all (95%) claimed that they understood the inquiry process and the relationship between bioinformatics and scientific research (average 4.6) and most (∼80%) found the diverse units of the bioinformatics learning environment valuable (average \> 4).

![Assessment of students' attitudes. Summary of students' responses to post-activity questionnaire Likert items (scale: 1--5) aimed at assessing their attitudes toward learning bioinformatics through the bioinformatics learning environment. Bars and error bars represent mean ± standard error, while numbers in brackets represent percentage of students whose answer was 4 or 5. \^ indicates items that were formulated in a negative voice in the questionnaire.](bbv113f4){#bbv113-F4}

Most importantly, while students appreciated the diverse scaffolding means, the automated and immediate feedback to their answers to multiple-choice questions and working in pairs, they were divided in their preferences for computer-based lessons compared with a traditional learning mode. They also highlighted the significance of the teacher's guidance throughout the activity, from the introduction to the closing of the lesson. Students felt more comfortable when teachers overviewed the research strategy and stages involving bioinformatics tools within this plan, as well as the outcomes of the inquiry. Teachers have been previously shown to play a key role in supporting the learning of bioinformatics \[[@bbv113-B59]\], as well as the enactment of adapted primary literature \[[@bbv113-B61]\], and in promoting students' use of strategic knowledge, and the coordination between strategic and declarative knowledge, in a manner similar to scientists in the course of performing authentic research. Regarding the questions requiring various types of knowledge, one student claimed that 'some questions, mainly at the beginning of the activity, were quite silly, sorry for the expression...it was too easy and technical!... But toward the end we faced questions that made us think, it was interesting!'---many other students shared this view. There was a wide agreement among students regarding their wish to reduce the number of words, in both the narrative part of the activity and the explanations, and this was even more pronounced among non-native Hebrew speakers, such as new immigrants and Arabs, as was reported by teachers during training courses.

With regard to students' perception of the process of learning bioinformatics---it is worth noting that the students liked the subjects of the activities, which were attractive and relevant to their fields of interest, and the use of authentic tools 'like real scientists'. Yet, some students wished to have a more open inquiry, in the sense of investigating a new research question, with an unknown final answer, and to discover 'new things for the whole scientific community' themselves---representing a wish to be knowledge producers rather than consumers. This was a rather individual disposition, as some preferred the structured activity (see also \[[@bbv113-B30]\]). Teachers, on the other hand, rejected this option owing to lack of experience, knowledge, time and confidence, and felt more comfortable when both the starting and end points of the inquiry were known (personal communication with numerous teachers during TPD programs). These two problem-based approaches, termed 'free form' and 'workbook', respectively, were previously discussed in the context of incorporating bioinformatics into existing undergraduate courses \[[@bbv113-B68]\]. Also at the university level, a flexible and open-ended course design can be stressful and time-consuming for the instructors, and may not work well for all students \[[@bbv113-B69]\].

In the interviews, students described their day-long bioinformatics experience by the adjectives 'interesting', 'fun', 'fascinating' and 'enriching', regardless of the type of bioinformatics activity or class settings. These refer to both the subject of the bioinformatics activities, the place of students and teachers in the learning process and the delivery mode, which were 'different than what we usually experience at school'. Students from different classes pointed out that in contrast to other school computational inquiry activities, which 'are based on and repeat what we learned in class', the bioinformatics activities promote the acquisition 'of additional knowledge beyond what we already learned in class, and can explain and clarify other stuff we leaned... you need to apply previous knowledge, and acquire new knowledge by yourself'. Students concluded by recommending, 'I wish I could experience more such \[bioinformatics\] activities ... \[you should\] bring it \[the bioinformatics learning environment\] to more schools!'. One student perceived the experience in a broader perspective of career development in science: 'It \[the bioinformatics experience\] did something to me! if I wish to understand the world ... and to figure out if I really want it \[STEM career\] for myself in the future or not ... that the whole point of these biotechnology programs---to attract students \[to this field\] that will later in the future become scientists. It did something to me! A sense and feeling of.. yes! It is interesting for me!'. Altogether, these lines of evidence, although not based on systematic and thorough analysis, may suggest that our learning environment raised students' motivation to learn bioinformatics, and can promote the interest in developing science careers. In light of the central place of high schools in influencing students' impressions of science and impacting their future career decisions \[[@bbv113-B70]\] and the potential of bioinformatics modules and science teachers to promote interest in and awareness of STEM careers \[[@bbv113-B48], [@bbv113-B71], [@bbv113-B72]\], it appears that bioinformatics education in secondary school holds great promise toward answering the need for young people who will pursue STEM careers in the academy or industry.

Conclusions and future directions
=================================

In summary, we describe the implementation and assessment of a bioinformatics learning environment aimed at introducing bioinformatics into a high-school biotechnology majors' curriculum.

Within 4 years of implementation, the number of students, teachers and schools who chose to learn and teach bioinformatics was doubled every year, and bioinformatics became a required topic in the science curriculum of biotechnology majors. Teachers are agents of change \[[@bbv113-B73]\] in the educational system, and central to all stages of integrating bioinformatics into the high-school science curriculum. The diverse TPD programs were aimed at recruiting teachers and establishing both a community of qualified teachers and a leadership of entrepreneurs. Proper training enabled teachers to successfully adapt sustainable and scalable innovations in the bioinformatics curriculum. *Sustainability* refers to curriculum innovations that will be used in the classroom after the developers have left, whereas *scalability* refers to successful enactment by teachers who have had no contact with the developers \[[@bbv113-B74]\].

Our assessment revealed the suitability of the bioinformatics activities to students' abilities, students' difficulties as well as the learning gains in terms of knowledge acquisition (in both bioinformatics and biology/biotechnology) and appropriation of the bioinformatics approach as part of the students' scientific 'toolbox'. In addition to the cognitive outcomes, it revealed students' positive attitudes toward the bioinformatics learning environment, and their perception of the learning process. The framework for characterizing the questions embedded in the bioinformatics activities uncovered the key difficulties encountered by students. Notably, these difficulties were different from what the teachers had predicted, thereby serving to draw specific recommendations for instruction and scaffolding, for both teachers and teacher educators. For example, teachers usually emphasize the procedural aspects of using bioinformatics tools, whereas students find these aspects easy, technical and even boring. However, the considerations involved in selecting a specific bioinformatics tool, based on the research goal, strategy and available data, are less clear to students. Therefore, suggestions for, and modeling of, teacher intervention to clarify these points are offered during the TPD programs, as part of the teachers' role in ensuring that students understand the scope and objectives of the activity, while providing appropriate guidance. It would be of high interest to assess students' performance and attitudes (at the whole-class and individual-student levels) in different classes, and check how these are related to different teaching strategies and styles, as well as teachers' beliefs about bioinformatics education. Nowadays, the learning environment is shifting to a more flexible, free and open-source platform termed Moodle (modular object-oriented dynamic learning environment \[[@bbv113-B75]\]). With its comprehensive, customizable and source-learning management features, each teacher can adapt the course to his/her educational approach and classroom characteristics, and create a personalized and dynamic online course.

Our bioinformatics inquiry-based activities address authentic biological/biotechnological questions, which are relevant to the school science curriculum, using authentic research plans and tools. The learning environment is aimed at providing students with a toolbox of technical skills and thinking abilities in bioinformatics (like \[[@bbv113-B33]\]), rather than the computation and its use in biology (unlike \[[@bbv113-B30]\]). Although the algorithms are not investigated, their principles of action are discussed and even modeled (such as calculating scores in BLAST, using paper and pencil). In the future, multidisciplinary and collaborative projects might be developed for students who are learning biology/bioinformatics and computer sciences, similar to the 'in-concert teaching approach' \[[@bbv113-B76]\], or programs for gifted students who excel in both sciences. Mixing students from different backgrounds in a group to solve a complex task can create stimulating learning opportunities \[[@bbv113-B77]\]. Meanwhile, we hope teachers will adopt an open-ended inquiry approach, structured or nonstructured \[[@bbv113-B68]\], which will focus on students' own questions and interests. Such individualization may increase students' involvement and independence, which in turn should enable a high-level inquiry project, namely open inquiry \[[@bbv113-B78]\], increase students' ownership of both the learning process and its products and empower students.

Based on our and others cumulative experience, we propose key rules that have emerged as being central to integrating bioinformatics into high-school science curricula in general and for effective learning in particular ([Supplementary Appendix S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These rules are at the interface of several related processes, such as policy making, defining standards and objectives, designing and developing learning materials, actual teaching and pedagogical delivery modes, assessment and training teachers. The rules related to 'Actual teaching and pedagogical delivery modes' and 'Assessment' were derived from the findings of this study. Integration is a key theme, but harbors diverse facets, which are independent yet related to each other. At the curricular level, as appears in the steering committee declarations and teachers' views \[[@bbv113-B52]\], the bioinformatics curriculum should be linked to the preexisting science curricula. This allows a more interdisciplinary approach for learning, where fundamental concepts, ideas and practices from different disciplines, such as bioinformatics, biology and statistics, can be connected. Moreover, different types of domain-specific knowledge (procedural, declarative, situational and strategic knowledge) should be taught in a comprehensive and coherent manner, and ideally should be linked to computational (if possible) and technological competencies, as well as quantitative and modeling skills (in line with the standards). Such integrative learning is a major challenge for students and necessitates the guidance of the teachers, as indicated by students' achievements and perception. The teachers should be aware of the individual needs and rhythms of students, therefore address multiple learning styles, continuously monitor their performance and actions in real time, act as facilitators who guide inquiry that enables students to construct scientific knowledge by themselves and propose leading questions to assess students' understanding and probe their difficulties. In addition, teachers should recognize the junctions where instruction is beneficial, such as introducing the research plan, evaluating the contribution and limitations of each bioinformatics tool, etc. as suggested by the students, and at the same time to allow independent inquiry of the students. This is reminiscent of the recommendation for teachers to explain and review the purpose of inquiry lab activities in pre-lab and post-lab sessions, respectively \[[@bbv113-B79]\]. The teachers praised the importance of prior awareness to the explicit and clear requirements and curricular demands, and specify the assessment tool as a model that shapes and directs the design of lessons as well as expectations, purposes and behaviors of students. Assessment of the impact of the materials and delivery modes on students' knowledge, skill acquisition and attitudes, in both the national and local school settings, may allow an improvement in the materials or the way they are used, as well as promote broader integration of bioinformatics into schools, in different science subjects (using Jmol for chemistry education, in either science or interdisciplinary projects, etc.). We attempt to provide a broader and comparative view of the importance and relevance of these rules not only to high-school level students, but also to undergraduate and graduate students, as well as a clinical audience. While some rules are as important for teaching bioinformatics in both secondary schools and universities, its seems that the former share much more similarity to teaching bioinformatics to a clinical audience. A key pre-requisite for successful implementation and integration of bioinformatics into the high-school science curriculum is collaboration and communication between policy makers, stakeholders, inspectors, developers, scientists, science educators, teachers' trainers, teachers and students---along all stages of design, development, enactment, assessment and refinement. Such collaboration is also crucial in bridging the gap between teachers' perceived goals for teaching bioinformatics and students perceptions of this unit (and one may add developers' goals and policy makers' goals, as part of the gap between the intended and implemented curriculum). Such mismatches in expectations often occur in school laboratory activities \[[@bbv113-B79], [@bbv113-B80]\]. A literature survey suggested that science teachers across many countries hold expectations (perception of learning goals) and consequently exhibit behaviors (practical work and assessment) that do not use effectively and make the most of the unique environment of the school laboratory \[[@bbv113-B79]\]. Bioinformatics is part of the modern laboratory, in academy and classroom settings, and bioinformatics teachers are part of the science teaching community. However, in the context of bioinformatics education in high schools in Israel, we could identify indications that teachers' perceptions, expectations and behavior might promote meaningful learning consistent with contemporary standards. This was evident, only in some aspects, already in our day-long pilot study, and more prominently among teachers with experience in teaching bioinformatics (data not shown). Supporting evidence came from the students who only experienced a day-long bioinformatics activity but already appropriate the bioinformatics approach and gained knowledge and skills. Whereas previous studies suggested that many students perceived manipulating equipment and measuring as goals of laboratory activities \[[@bbv113-B79]\], here biotechnology students perceived manipulating ideas as central goal of bioinformatics activities---'What is required here \[in the bioinformatics activity\] is thinking, a lot of thinking... and in a broader sense'. We envision that these shared lessons, insights and recommendations ([Supplementary Appendix S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) might be valuable for fostering the incorporation of other related emerging scientific fields in high-school (and even higher) education, as a first step toward an integrated curricula in science, mathematics and technology.

Among the limitations of our study, one may stress the small sample sizes of students and teachers, as well as their experience in the activities and embedded questions. Nevertheless, it lays the groundwork for current research on a nationwide level. Preliminary results, from a cumulative 4 years of experience including students from over 100 classes, strengthen the validity of the results presented here. Key PointsEndeavors to incorporate bioinformatics into high-school science classrooms should be accompanied by educational research at the interface of bioinformatics curriculum design, teaching processes, as well as students' cognitive and affective outcomes.A framework for characterizing the type of knowledge, the scientific field that each question stems from and the associated cognitive-process dimension required to answer questions embedded in bioinformatics learning environments is used to characterized students' difficulties and knowledge acquisition.Analysis of students' cognitive outcomes revealed learning gains in bioinformatics and related scientific fields, as well as appropriation of the bioinformatics approach as part of the students' scientific 'toolbox'.For students, questions stemming from the biology field and requiring declarative or strategic knowledge were harder to deal with. This stands in contrast to teachers' prediction!Analysis of students' affective outcomes revealed positive attitudes toward bioinformatics and the learning environment, as well as their perception of the teacher's role.
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[^1]: '+' indicates learning the basis of using the bioinformatics tool, mainly focusing on procedures and concepts (knowing 'what' and 'how').

[^2]: '+++' indicates a more advanced learning focusing on broader aspects of integrating bioinformatics tools into research and their contribution (knowing 'where' and 'when' and 'why'). The types of domain-specific knowledge are displayed according to the level of predominance, and indicated by their initiatives: ***P***rocedural, ***D***eclarative, ***Si***tuational and ***St***rategic knowledge.
